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• Accidentals& apply& to& all& the& notes& within& the& same& bar.& Natural& signs& are& used& when&there&is&a&need&to&avoid&confusion.&
• All&metronomic& indications& are& approximate& and&may& vary& slightly,& depending& on& the&acoustical&properties&of&the&hall.&
• A&note&with&an&openGended&slur&should&be&allowed&to&vibrate&until&it&ceases&naturally.&For&strings: 
&p.o.&=&position&ordinary&b.a.p.&=&balzato&alla&punta&
Structure and content of the composition&
General&structure&of&the&composition&The&instrumentation&is&divided&into&3&groups:&G the&piano&and&the&percussion&(1& &2)&G string&orchestra&(Vln.&1G4,&Vla.&1G2& &Vc.&1G2)&G string&quartet&(Vln&5G6,&Vla,&3& &Vc.&3)&During& the& performance,& the& string& orchestra& is& conducted& while& the& pianist,& the&percussionists,&and&the&string&quartet&are&free&to&perform&their&own&materials&under&a&given&set&of&guidelines&without&the&need&to&synchronize&with&one&another.&All& the& players& begin& as& indicated& in& the& score.& After& rehearsal& D,& there& are& 8&composed& “mobiles”& for& the& string& orchestra.& Given& these& 8& structural& units,& the&conductor&is&free&to&call&for&them&in&any&sequence,&allowing&pauses&of&8G10&seconds&between&“mobiles”.&The&sequence&can&also&be&determined&before& the&performance.&After& all& the& 8& “mobiles”& have& been& performed,& the& conductor& and& the& string&orchestra& proceed& to& rehearsal& E& and& perform& accordingly.& After& rehearsal& E,& the&conductor&cues&the&pianist&and&the&percussionists.&All&the&performers&then&proceed&to& rehearsal& F,& which& is& notated& in& the& traditional&manner,& and& perform& from& the&notated&score&since&then&until&the&end.&
Mode&of&performance&For&the&pianist:&There&are&five&mobile&sections&(1,&2,&3,&4&and&5)&for&the&pianist.&Each&section&contains&a&number&of&brief&musical&“events”&which&differ&from&each&other&in&their&basic&sound&characteristics.&The&pianist&is&free&to&perform&his&materials&under&a&given&set&of&guidelines&without&the&need&to&synchronize&with&other&instruments.&G The&pianist&begins&by&performing&any&“event”&in&section&1,&allowing&a&pause&of&6G10&seconds&before&moving&on&to&the&next.&&G When& the& conductor& gives& the& cue& at& rehearsal& D,& the& pianist& is& then& free& to&choose&any&“event”&from&both&sections&1&and&2,&allowing&a&pause&of&6G12&seconds&between&any&two&“events”.&G After&two&“mobiles”&have&been&played&by&the&string&orchestra,&the&conductor&will&cue&the&pianist&again&who&can&then&proceed&to&any&“event”&in&sections&1,&2&3&and&4,&allowing&pauses&of&6G10&seconds&between&successive&“events”.&The&pianist&can&connect&different&“events”&(no&more&than&2)&to&form&a&longer&“event”.&G After&six&“mobiles”&have&been&played&by&the&string&orchestra,&the&conductor&will&cue&the&pianist&once&again&who&can&then&choose&any&“event”&from&all&the&sections&(1,&2,&3,&4&and&5),& allowing&pauses&of&6G8& seconds&between& “events”.&Again,& the&pianist&is&given&the&discretion&to&connect&different&“events”&(at&most&3)&to&form&a&
longer&“event”.&An& “event”& can& be& used& as& many& times& as& the& pianist& wishes& throughout& the&performance,& except& the& two& “events”& in& section&4&which&can&only&be&played&once.&Whenever& an& “event”& is& “reGused”,& the& pianist& should& try& to& perform& it& in& other&registers.&An&“event”&can&be&repeated&in&succession,&but&no&more&than&twice&in&a&row.&(If& an& event& is& repeated& in& succession,& it& is& considered& as& two& “events”& connected&together.& But& it& doesn’t& count& as& “reGused”,& so& the& “event”& doesn’t& have& to& change&register.)&NOT&all&the&“events”&have&to&be&performed&in&a&single&performance.&Some&“events”&may&not&be&used&at&all.&But&the&pianist&is&strongly&encouraged&to&perform&as&many&different&“events”&as&possible&in&a&particular&performance.&The&“events”&are&to&be&performed&with&the&dynamic& level& from&ppp& to& f;&except&the&two&“events”&in&section&3&which&should&be&performed&in&ppp.&It&is&possible&to&perform&any&“event”&with&crescendo&or&decrescendo.&Although&there&are&tempo&markings&in&different&sections,&the&pianist&can&perform&the&“events”&very&freely.&He&is&also&free&to&accelerate&and&decelerate&within&each&“event”.&The& “events”& in& sections& 1,& 2& and& 5& are& to& be& performed& WITHOUT& pedal& I&(sustaining&pedal)&while&the&“events”&in&sections&3&and&4&require&the&application&of&pedal& I.& If& it& is& possible,& the& lowest& keys& of& the& piano& should& be& depressed& with&forearms&and&pedal&II&should&be&secured&throughout&the&performance.&When& the& conductor& gives& the& cue& after& rehearsal& E,& the& pianist& completes& the&“event”&he&is&playing&and,&after&a&pause&of&a&few&seconds,&proceeds&to&rehearsal&F,&and&performs&from&the&notated&score&since&then&until&the&end.&
SILENCE& should& be& substantial& throughout& the& piece.& The& pianist& should& insist& on&accurately&articulating&relationships&between&sound&and&silence.&&For&the&1st&percussionist:&There&are&two&mobile&sections&(1&and&2)&for&the&1st&percussionist.&&Section&1&contains&a&number&of&rhythmic&“patterns”&while&section&2&contains&a&number&of&brief&“events”&for&the&Xylophone.&The& percussionist& is& free& to& perform&his&materials& under& a& given& set& of& guidelines&without&the&need&to&synchronize&with&other&instruments.&G Starting& from&rehearsal&B,& the&percussionist& is& free& to&perform&any& “pattern”& in&section&1&on& the&Temple&Blocks,& the&Wood&Blocks&and&the&Cowbells,&allowing&a&pause& of& 6G12& seconds& between& any& two& “patterns”.& A& single& “pattern”& can& be&performed&across&different&instruments.&The&percussionist&can&connect&different&“patterns”&(no&more&than&2)&to&form&a&longer&“pattern”.&&
G After&four&“mobiles”&have&been&played&by&the&string&orchestra,&the&conductor&will&cue& the&percussionist&who& can& then&proceed& to& any& “pattern/event”& from&both&sections& 1& and& 2,& allowing& a& pause& of& 6G10& seconds& between& any& two&“patterns/events”.& Again,& the& percussionist& can& connect& different& “patterns”& or&“events”&(at&most&3)&to&form&a&longer&“pattern/event”.&G After& seven& “mobiles”&have&been&played&by& the& string&orchestra,& the& conductor&will&cue&the&percussionist&once&again&who&can&then&perform&any&“pattern/event”&from&both&sections&1&and&2,&allowing&pauses&of&6G8&seconds&between&successive&“patterns/events”.& The& percussionist& can& connect& up& to& 4& different& “events”& to&form&a&longer&“event”.&A& “pattern/event”& can& be& used& as& many& times& as& the& percussionist& wishes&throughout&the&performance.&NOT&all&the&“patterns/events”&have&to&be&performed&in&a& single& performance.& Some& “patterns/events”& may& not& be& used& at& all.& But& the&percussionist&is&strongly&encouraged&to&choose&as&many&different&“patterns/events”&as&possible&in&a&particular&performance.&The&“patterns/events”&are&to&be&performed&with&the&dynamic&level&from&ppp&to&f.&It&is&possible&to&perform&a&“pattern/event”&with&crescendo&or&decrescendo.&Although&there&are&tempo&markings&in&both&sections,&the&percussionist&can&perform&the&“patterns/events”&very&freely.&He&is&also&free&to&accelerate&and&decelerate&within&each&“pattern/event”.&When&the&conductor&gives&the&cue&after&rehearsal&E,&the&percussionist&completes&the&“pattern/event”&he&is&playing&and,&after&pausing&a&few&seconds,&proceeds&to&rehearsal&F,&and&performs&from&the&notated&score&since&then&until&the&end.&
SILENCE&should&be&substantial&throughout&the&piece.&The&percussionist&should&insist&on&accurately&articulating&relationships&between&sound&and&silence.&&For&the&2nd&percussionist:&The& second& percussionist& is& free& to& perform& his& materials& without& the& need& to&synchronize&with&other&instruments.&Starting&from&rehearsal&C,&the&percussionist&can&perform&any&“gesture”&with&either&a&stroke&(using&a&soft&beater/mallet&or&a&Double&Bas&bow)&or&a& roll& on& the&TamGtam,& the&Suspended&Cymbal,& or& the&Chinese&Gongs,&allowing&a&pause&of&6G8&seconds&between&“gestures”.&The&roll&can&last&as&long&as&14&seconds.&The& second& percussionist& may& exercise& his& discretion& in& overlapping& different&“gestures”&to&form&a&longer&“gesture”&(e.g.&a&roll&on&the&TamGtam&can&be&overlapped&with&a&stroke&on&the&Gongs).&The&maximum&number&of&“gestures”&overlapped&is&3.&The&“gestures”&are&to&be&performed&with&the&dynamic&level&from&ppp&to&p.&
The& percussionist& continues& performing& freely& until& cued& by& the& conductor& after&
rehearsal&E.&The&percussionist&completes&the&“pattern/event”&he&is&playing&and,&after&a&pause&of&a& few&seconds,&proceeds& to&rehearsal& F,& and&performs& from&the&notated&score&since&then&until&the&end.&&For&the&String&Quartet:&The& String& Quartet& works& as& a& group& throughout& the& performance.& All& the& four&players&perform&from&the&score.&There& are& a& series& of& “chords”& in& the& work.& Starting& from& rehearsal& C,& the& String&Quartet& repeats& the& “chords”& ceaselessly& until& the& end,& without& the& need& to&synchronize& with& other& instruments.& Near& the& end& of& the& performance,& the&conductor&cues&the&String&Quartet&who&then&performs&five&more&“chords”&to&end&the&performance.&&
Score For& the& conductor,& the& pianist& and& the& 1st& percussionist,& it& is& suggested& that& they&have&the&score/parts&unbound&to&facilitate&pageGturning.&&
General comments The& conception& of& the& work& is& that& the& score& only& provides& basic& materials& with&different& musical& characteristics.& These& materials& may& be& subject& to& different&modifications&in&the&form&of&combining,&sequencing,&changing&dynamics&or&tempos,&or&any&other&modification&process&spontaneously&created&in&the&performance.&&The&structure& is&NOT&dependent&upon& improvisation,&but& there& is&a&high&degree&of&flexibility& in& the& form.& Spontaneity& is& important& throughout& the& performance.& The&performers&should&be&aware&of&the&flexibility&within&the&composed&materials&as&well&as&within&the&predetermined&framework.&Given& that& the& structure& and& content& are& clearly& understood,& it& is& possible& for& the&performers& to& achieve& smooth& transitions& and& wellGconnected& lines.& The& first&impression&of& the&score& is& that& it&contains&a& large&collection&of&sporadic& fragments.&These& fragments& can& be& seen& as& beads& of& all& shapes& and& colours& which& can& be&stringed& together& into&numerous&different& forms.&The& collection&offers& a&wealth&of&formal&possibilities& inherent& in& this&piece.& It& is& the&realization&of& such&possibilities,&not& the& fragmentation,& that& should& become& the& dominant& characteristic& of& the&performance.&
The& musical& materials& are& rehearsed;& the& performances& are& not.& While& no& two&performances& will& arrive& at& the& same& formal& outcome,& the& work& will& retain& its&identity&from&performance&to&performance&through&the&unchanging&basic&characters&of&the&musical&materials.&The&combination&of& the&musical&materials& should&produce&an&atmospheric& texture.&Ideally,&the&materials&should&slightly&overlap,&without&coming&in&too&much&or&too&less&together.& The& performers& (especially& the& conductor,& the& pianist& and& the&percussionists)&should&stay&highly&alert&to&the&combined&effect,&and&adjust&the&length&of&pauses&whenever&necessary.&The&pianist&and&the&percussionists&should&familiarize&themselves&with&the&character&of&each&material&so&that&they&can&perform&with&a&high&degree&of&flexibility&to&ensure&the&ongoing&continuity&of&the&performance.&The&duration&of&the&performance&is&flexible.&It&is&suggested&to&be&around&15&minutes.&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
Programme note&This& piece& serves& as& homage& to& Béla& Bartók.& Although& the& instrumentation&resembles& that& of& Music- for- strings,- percussion- and- celesta& by& the& Hungarian&composer,&it&pays&tribute&to&Bartók’s&“night&music”&in&a&more&general&way.&Tranquil&piano& gestures,& eerie& percussion& sounds,& and& fleeting& string& sections& are& tiled&together&into&a&surrealistic&collage,&creating&an&atmospheric&texture,&reminiscent&of&the&wonderful&sound&world&around&us&on&a&starry&night.&I’ve&always&been&fascinated&by&the&sounds&of&the&night,&even&more&so&since&I&came&to&study& in&the&UK.&Many&a&night&when&I&was&sitting&up& late,& I&could&hear&music,& from&just& outside& the&window,&played&by&nature’s& own&ensemble.&The& chirping&of&birds,&the&humming&of&insects,&the&sighing&of&the&wind&joined&to&make&an&enchanting&tune.&The& different& sounds& rose& and& subsided& in& a& seemingly& random& way& but& the&combined&effect&was&mesmerizing.&&To&present&such&a&combination&of&delicate&sounds&of&nature& in&musical& terms&is&no&easy& task.& Consequent& to& my& previous& works& YOU- WANG& (In- the- Quietness- of- a-
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Hommage à Béla Bartók
MUSIC FOR A STARRY NIGHT
for strings, percussion and piano
Daniel LO Ting-cheung
2015
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(1st "mobile")
Play the 8 "mobiles" (P.2-5) in any order;
then proceed to reh.E (P.6) and perform since then until the end.
∑√8-10" (2nd "mobile") ∑√8-10" (3rd "mobile") ∑√8-10" (4th "mobile") ∑√8-10"
 Cue the pianist Cue percussionist 1
(5th "mobile") ∑√8-10" (6th "mobile")
Cue the pianist
∑√8-10" (7th "mobile") ∑√8-10" (8th "mobile") ∑√8-10"
 Cue percussionist 1
æææO˙# æææO˙ æææOœ ‰ Œ Ó Œ æææOœ# æææO˙ æææO˙ æææOœ ‰ Œ Ó Œ æææOœ# æææO˙ ™™ æææœœ æææ˙˙ æææOœ ‰ Œ
æææO˙b æææO˙ æææOœ ‰ Œ Ó Œ æææOœb æææO˙ æææO˙ æææOœ ‰ Œ Ó Œ æææOœb æææO˙ ™™ æææœœ æææ˙˙ æææOœ ‰ Œ
Ó ‰ ≈ œrûŒ ‰ œjû‰ Œ Ó Ó ≈ ææ
Oœ ™™J ææOœ ™™J ≈
Ó Œ ≈ œjû≈ ≈ Ó ‰ ææ
Oœ#J ææOœJ ‰
Ó Œ ‰ ≈ æOœ#R æææO˙ æææO˙ æææOœ ‰ Œ Ó Œ ‰ ≈ æOœ#R æææOœ ™™ ææOœJ ææOœJ ‰ ‰ Œ
Ó Œ ‰ ≈ æOœbR æææO˙ æææO˙ æææOœ ‰ Œ Ó Œ ‰ ≈ æOœbR æææOœ ™™ ææOœJ ææOœJ ‰ ‰ Œ
Ó Œ ææOœ ææOœ æææOœ æOœRÔ ® ≈ ‰
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3 3
÷ &
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arco
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÷ ∑ ∑ ∑√
÷ ∑ B p.o.
(create patterns with these pitches, allowing pauses; 





œb œ œn œb œ Œ Ó Ó ‰
œb œ œn œb œ ≈ Œ ‰ ≈
œb œn œb œ œn Œ ≈ œn œb œn œb œ ‰ œb œ œn œb œn ≈ ≈ R
‰ ≈ œ œn œ#
œ
Œ Ó Ó ‰ œ œn œ#
œ
≈ Œ ‰ ≈ œ#
œn œ# œ
Œ ≈ œ# œn œ# œ ‰ œ# œn œn œb ≈ ≈ R
‰ ≈ œ œn œb Œ Ó Ó ‰ œ œn œb ≈ Œ ‰ ≈
œn œb œ Œ ≈ œn œb œ ‰ œn œb œn ≈ ≈ R
Œ ‰ œ œ ™ œ œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ Œ Œ œ œ œn œ# œr ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
‰ ≈ ® æOœbb RÔ æææO˙ ™™ æææ~w æææ~w
Œ Œ J ™ Œ ‰ œb œn œb œ œ ≈
Œ Œ J ™ Œ ‰ œ# œn œ# œ ≈
Œ J Œ Œ J ™ Œ ‰ œn œb œ ≈
™ R ≈ ‰ ‰ ≈ œb œ œn œb œn Œ ≈
œb œn œb œ œn ‰ œn œb œn œb œ ≈ ‰ ≈ œ# œ ≈ ≈
œn œn œb œn œ# ‰ ≈ œn œb œn œb œn ‰ œb œn œn œb œn ≈ œn œ# œn œ# œn ≈
fiœOjOœ#n ™™ ™ ‰
™ R ≈ ‰ ‰ ≈ œ œn œ# œn Œ ≈ œ# œn œ#
œ
‰ œ# œn œ# œ ≈ ‰ Œ ≈ œn œ# œ œn ‰ ≈ œ# œn œ# œ ‰ œ# œ œn œb ≈ œb œn œb œn ≈
fiœOnn jOœb ™™ ™ ‰
™ R ≈ ‰ ‰ ≈ œ œn œb Œ ≈ œn œb œ ‰ œn œb œ ≈ ‰ Œ ≈ œb œn œ# ‰ ≈ œn œb œn ‰ œn œb œn ≈ œn œb œn ≈ fiœOb j
Oœnn ™™ ™ ‰
Ó fiœOnn jOœ## ™™ ™ ‰
æææ~w<b><b> æææ~w æææO˙ OœRÔ ® ≈ ‰ Œ
‰ ≈ R ≈ Ó Œ ‰ ‰ J ‰ Œ Ó
œR ≈ ‰ Œ
‰ ≈ R ≈ Ó Œ ‰ ‰ J ‰ Œ Ó
Ob fiOjŒ
‰ ≈ R ≈ Ó Œ ‰ ‰ J ‰ Œ Ó
Ob fiOjŒ
‰ œb œ ‰ Œ ‰ œb ™ œ ™j ≈ ® œ ™ œ œn œb œ œn œb œ œn œb œ œn œb œ œn œb œ œn œb œ œn œb œ œn œb œ œn œb œ œn œb œ œn œb œ œn œb œ œn œb œ œn œb œ œn œb œ œn œb ‰ Œ œn
Œ œ œ œ Œ Ó œb œ
œ ™ œj Ó Ó œ œ
Ó œ œ œb œb œn œ ‰ Œ Ó ‰ œb j œ œ ™j ≈ Œ Ó
Œ ‰ J J ‰
Œ ‰ J J ‰
Ó ≈ ™J ™J ≈
Ó ≈ ™J ™J ≈
œ œ œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ ≈ ‰ ® œ ™r œ œ œ œr ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
œ œ œ œr ≈ ‰ Œ
œ œ œ œ ™j ≈ Œ
Œ œ œ œ ™j ≈ Œ Ó Œ ≈ œrû ≈ œrû
≈ œn œ# œn œ# œ Ó
Ó ‰ ™ ™J ≈ Œ Ó
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pizz. p.o. arco molto s.p.3 ∑√
B ∑ & ∑√
÷ ∑ B p.o. ∑√
÷ ∑ &
sul III s.p. ∑√
÷ ∑ &
sul IV s.p. ∑√
&




b.a.p. . . . . ∑ ÷ &
pizz. p.o. arco molto s.p.
3
&
















& 3 3 ∑√
8-10"
& 3 3 ÷












÷ ∑ B arco senza vib. ÷ ∑√
? arco 3 ÷ ?
arco molto s.p.
∑√3
? ∑ ÷ ∑ ∑√
Œ ‰ œ# j œ œ ‰ Ó ‰ œ# j œ ™j ≈
Œ ‰ œj œ œ ‰ Ó œb œ
˙ œr ≈ ‰ Œ Ó œ œ
Œ ≈ œb ™j œ œj ‰ ‰ ≈ œrû ≈ œrû Œ ‰ œ œ œj ‰ ‰
≈ œn œ# œ œn œ# œ œb
Ó Œ ‰ ‰ J ™J ≈ Œ ‰ ‰
Ó ‰ J ™J ≈ œn œ# œ œn œ# œ œb ‰ Ó Œ ‰ J
Ó ‰ J ™J ≈ Ó Œ Ó Œ ‰ J
œ œ ‰ Œ œn œ#
œn œ# œ œ Œ
œ<b> r ≈ ‰ Œ Ó Ó Œ ‰ ≈ œn r œ œ ‰ œn œ# œn œ# œ œ
œr ≈ ‰ Œ Ó Ó Œ ‰ ≈ œr œ œ ‰ Œ Ó
Œ ‰ ≈ œrû ≈ œrû ‰ Œ ≈ œ# œ ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
Ó Œ ≈ œn œ# œn œ# œ œ Ó
Ó Œ ‰ œn œ# œn œ# œ œ ‰ Ó
R ≈ ‰ Œ Œ ‰ O
fijj ‰ Œ
R ≈ ‰ Œ Œ ‰ O
fijj ‰ Œ
Ó ≈ œ œ œb œ œ# ‰ Œ œr ≈ ‰ Œ fR ≈ ‰ Œ Ó ≈ œb œ œj ‰ ‰
œn œ# œn œ# œ œ ≈ œn œ#
œ œ ‰ Œ ™ ‰ Ó œr ≈ ‰ Œ ≈ œ œ œj ‰ ‰
Ó ≈ œb œ œ# ‰ Œ œr ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
Œ ‰ ≈ æœObb r æææ˙O æææw~ æææœO ™™™™ ≈ æææ˙Obb æœOr ≈ ‰ ææœObb ™™j ≈ ‰ ≈ ® æœOKr æææœO
Œ ‰ ≈ R ™™ ≈ ≈ fR ‰ Œ Ó Œ Ó
Ó ‰ J ‰ Œ Ó
Œ ‰ ≈ œ# r ‰ J ‰ Ó
™ ‰ ≈ œbR ‰ Œ œb r ≈ ‰ Œ œr ≈ ‰ œ# r ≈ ‰ Ó
Ó ‰ J ‰ Ó ‰ ≈ æR ææ ™J ≈ ≈ œ# r ‰ Œ Ó Ó œ œn œ# œ œn œb œ œn ® ‰ Œ
‰ œb j œ ‰ Œ œn œ ™j ≈ Œ ‰ ≈ œb r œ ™ œ œ ‰ Œ Ó ‰ œb j œ œr ≈ ‰ Œ
‰ œ# œ ‰ ≈ fR ‰ œ œj œ# ≈ f f ‰ œ œ œ œj ‰ ‰ Œ Ó ‰ œj œ œr ≈ ‰ Œ
‰ œ# œj ‰ Œ ‰ œ œ Œ œ# œ œr ≈ ‰ Œ Œ ‰ ≈ œn r œ œb œn œn œ œ# œ# œ# ® ‰ œ œ œj ‰ ‰ ≈ f f
æææw~<b><b> æææœO ™™ ‰ Ó ≈ ææœObb ™™j æææ˙O ™™ æææw~
‰ Œ Œ ‰ fJ ‰ Ó ‰ œJ œ œ œ Œ Œ J ‰ Ó
Ó Œ œ œ œ Œ Œ ‰ J J ‰ Ó
Ó Œ ‰ ® œ ™R fiœ# jJ ‰ ‰ Œ Œ ≈ ≈ fR ‰ Œ Ó ‰ ® œn œ# œ œb œb œ Ù Œ Ó









































o pp o pp o
mp ppo pp o pp o
mp o pp o ppo
f
ppo










ppo pp o ppo o ppo pp o




mp p p p pp mp
pp o o pp o o pp o






sul I (random high pitch)-
& ∑ ∑ ∑
&
sul III ∑
& ∑ ∑ ∑
B
sul III sul III
B ∑ ∑ ∑
&




















. . . . .
∑ arco Ÿ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ∑√5
B b.a.p. . . . . arco
Ÿ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
∑√
B b.a.p. . . . ∑ arco Ÿ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ∑√
3
& ?
pizz. sul IV ∑ ∑ ∑√













- - - -
∑ sul II
- - - - - - - -
∑√
8-10"






RÔ ® ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
Ó Œ ‰ Oœ## J fiœOnn j Œ Ó
Ó Oœb ™™ fiœObb jJ Œ Œ Ó Œ Oœb ™™ ™™
J
™ fiOjŒ Ó Œ
Ó Œ ≈ œb œn œb œ œ ‰ Œ ≈ ææ
Oœ# ™™J æOœRÔ ® ≈ ææOœ#J æOœRÔ ® ≈ ææOœ# ™™R ®
Ó Œ ≈ œ# œn œ# œ ‰ Œ ≈ ææ
Oœb ™™J æOœRÔ ® ≈ ææOœJ æOœRÔ ® ≈ ææOœ ™™R ®
Ó Œ ≈ œn œb œ ‰ ‰ Oœ## J fiœOnn j®
O ™ O ® ≈ Œ
Ó Œ ≈ œn œ# œn œ# œ ‰ Ó ® O ™ O ® ≈ Œ
fi
œO
jŒ Œ Œ ≈ œ œn œb œ ‰ Ó Œ ‰ ≈ ® Oœ## RÔ fiœOnn
j‰ ® O ™ O ® ≈ Œ
Ó Œ ≈ œb œ œ# ‰ Ó ® O ™ O ® ≈ Œ
J
™ fiOjŒ ≈ œ ™jû
Ó Œ ≈ œ ™jû Ó ®








Ó Œ Oœ## Oœ## ® ≈ Oœ fiœOnn j Œ
Oœnb ™™ J fiœOjŒ Oœb ™™ Oœbb RÔ ® ≈ ‰ œOnn j Œ Ó
RÔ ® ≈ J RÔ ® ≈ ‰ Œ J








RÔ ® ≈ Ó ®
1
RÔ ≈ ‰ Œ Ó ‰ ®
1 1











Œ ‰ Oœ## J OœRÔ ® ≈ ‰ Œ


































mf f mp p mp pp mf
q = 30
f mp p mp pp mf
f mp p mp pp mf
f
o f o o
o f o o
pp p p









p mp ppo o mf p po o p
p mp ppo o mf p po o p
p mp mf p p
pp ppp
f o pp o mp o
f o pp o mp o
p pp









ffo o mp o p o pp o
q = 30
ffo o mp o p o pp o
ffo o mp o p o pp o
ffo o mp o p o pp o
o pp o ffo o mp o p o pp o
o pp o ffo o mp o p o pp o
pp o o pp o po o ffo o mp o p o pp o
o pp o o pp o





b.a.p. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .




b.a.p. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
&
b.a.p. . . . . . . . . .
. . .
















. . . . . . . . . .
arco










. . . . . . . . arco b.a.p.. . . . . . . .
arco
b.a.p.
∑ ∑√. . . .
3
&
. . . . . . b.a.p.
. . . . . .
b.a.p.






. . . . .










b.a.p.. . . ÷ ∑√
3
3
? ∑ ∑ ∑√
÷
3



























senza vib. s.p. 3 Ÿ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ? ∑√3
‰
œb œ œn œb œ ≈ ≈
œ œ œn œb œ ≈ œ œn œb œ œ# œn œb œn œb œn ‰ œb œ œn œb œn ‰ ≈
œ œ œn œb œn Ó
œb œ œn œb œ ≈ ‰ Œ
Œ ≈ œ œn œ#
œ
≈ œ# œn œn
œb œ# œn œ# œ ‰ œ# œn œn œb ‰ ≈ œ
œn œ# œn Ó œ œn œ#
œ
≈ ‰ Œ
Œ ≈ œ œn œb ≈ œn œb œ œn œb œ ‰ œn œb œn ‰ ≈
œ œn œb Ó œ œn œb ≈ ‰ Œ
Ó Œ
œR ≈ ‰
J ™ ‰ Œ Œ
J ™ ‰ Œ Œ ‰ J
Œ ‰ ≈ œR œr ≈ ‰ Œ Ó œR ≈ ‰ Œ
‰ ≈ R J ™ R ≈ ‰ Œ œr ≈ ‰ ‰ ≈ R
Œ ‰ ≈
œb œ œn œb œ œ œn œb œ œ# ≈ ‰ Œ æææOœ#n æææOœ Œ ‰ ≈ œb œ œn œb œ œ œ# œn œ# œn ≈ ‰ ‰
Oœ#n Oœ
Œ ‰ ≈ œn œb œn œb œn
Œ ‰ ≈ œ œn œ#
œ œn œ# œ œn ≈ ‰ Œ æææOœb æææOœ Œ ‰ ≈ œ# œn œn œb œb œn œb œ ≈ ‰ ‰
Oœb Oœ
Œ ‰ ≈ œ# œn œ# œn
Œ ‰ ≈ œ œn œb œ œ œ# ≈ ‰ Œ Ó Œ ‰ ≈ œn œb œ œn œb œ ≈ ‰ Œ Œ ‰ ≈ œn œb œ
œn œ# œn œ# œ ≈ ‰ ‰ ≈ œnR œn
1 ™ 1 1 1
≈ ‰
™ ‰ Œ œ œn œb œ ≈ ‰ Œ Œ ‰ ‰ J ™ J ™J ≈
™ ‰ Œ œb œ œ# ≈ ‰ Œ Œ ‰ ‰ J ™ J ™J ≈
Ó Œ ‰ ≈ œ# r œn r ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
™ ‰ ‰ ≈ œr œ# r ≈ ‰ Œ Œ ™ J ™J ≈
‰ ‰ ææOœbJ æææOœ ™™™™






‰ ‰ ææOœbb J
æææœO ™™™™ æfiœOj≈ Œ æææOœ ™™
æfiœOj ‰ æææOœbb
æfiœOj ‰ ææOœnn J
æfiœOj
‰ O O Ó Œ æææOœ ™™
æfiœOb j ‰ æææOœbb
æfiœOj ‰ ææOœnn J
æfiœOj
‰ O O Ó Œ æææœO ™™ æfiœObb j‰ æææOœbb




Ó Œ ≈ Ob ™J fiOj‰ Œ Œ ‰ ‰ ææœObb j æææœO ™™™™ æfiœOj≈ Œ æææœO ™™ æfiœObb j‰ æææœObb æfiœOj‰ ææœOnn j æfiœObb j
Ó Œ ≈ Ob ™J fiOj‰ Œ Œ ‰ ‰ ææœObb j æææœOb ™™™™ æfiœOj≈ Œ æææœOb ™™ æfiœObb j‰ æææœOn# æfiœObb j‰ ææœOj æfiœOj
œb fiœjŒ Œ ≈ O ™J fiOj‰ Œ ‰ O fiOjJ ‰ ææOœbb J
æææœObb ™™™™ æfiœOj≈ Œ æææœObb ™™ æfiœObb j‰ æææœOnn æfiœOj‰ ææOœnn J æfiœO## j
‰ ≈ œbR fiœjJ ‰ ≈ O ™J fiOj‰ Œ Œ ‰
O O

































f f po o f po o f po o f
q = 30
f f po o f po o f po o f
f f po o f po o f po o f
f f po o f po o f po o f
f f po o f po o f po o f
f f po o f po o f po o f
o p o po o po o











mpo o f ffo o ffo o
mpo o f ffo o ffo o
mpo o f o mf o ff o o f o ff o o
mpo o f o mf o ff o o f o ff o o
mpo o f ffo o ffo o
mpo o f ffo o ffo o
po o ffo o ffo o











o ff o mfo o fo o ppo o
o ff o fo o ppo o
ff o o p oo mf o o fff o o f o
ff o o p oo mf o o fff o o f o
o p oo mf o o ff o ppo o
o p oo mf o o ff o ppo o
mfo o o mp o o ff o o p o ppo o


























































































-Ÿ~~~~~~ Ÿ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Ÿ~~~~~~~~ Ÿ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Ÿ~~~~~~~~~~~ Ÿ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
 
& ∑





Ÿ< >~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Ÿ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Ÿ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Ÿ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
∑U
&














?Ÿ< >~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ &sul IV s.p. Ÿ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
sul IV
s.p. Ÿ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ∑U3 3
 (String Quartet continue playing)
‰
fiO# jOR ≈ OR ≈ ‰ Œ O O ‰ Œ ‰ OR ≈ Ó O O ‰ Œ ‰ OR ≈ Œ Œ O ™ O OJ ‰ ‰ OR ≈
‰
fiO# jOR ≈ OR ≈ ‰ Œ O O ‰ Œ ‰ OR ≈ Ó O O ‰ Œ ‰ OR ≈ Œ Œ O ™ O OJ ‰ ‰ OR ≈
‰ fiO# jOR ≈ fiOjOr ≈ ‰ Œ O O ‰ Œ ‰ Or ≈ Ó O O ‰ Œ ‰ Or ≈ Œ Œ O ™ O OJ ‰ ‰ Or ≈
‰ fiO# jOR ≈ fiOjOr ≈ ‰ Œ O O ‰ Œ ‰ Or ≈ Ó O O ‰ Œ ‰ Or ≈ Œ Œ O ™ O OJ ‰ ‰ Or ≈
‰ fiOjOR ≈ OR ≈ ‰ Œ O O ‰ Œ ‰ OR ≈ Ó O O ‰ Œ ‰ OR ≈ Œ Œ O ™ O OJ ‰ ‰ OR ≈
‰ fiOjOr ≈ Or ≈ ‰ Œ O O ‰ Œ ‰ Or ≈ Ó O O ‰ Œ ‰ Or ≈ Œ Œ O ™ O Oj ‰ ‰ Or ≈
æææOb æfiOjæO ææO ™ Ó Œ æææOb æææO æfiOjŒ Ó Œ ≈ ææOb æO æææ æfiOjŒ Ó
‰ fiOjOR ≈
fiO# jOR ≈ ‰ Œ O O ‰ Œ ‰ OR ≈ Ó O O ‰ Œ ‰ OR ≈ Œ Œ O ™ O OJ ‰ ‰ OR ≈
Ó O O ‰ ‰ OR ≈ Œ Ó æææOœb æææ æfiœOnn jÓ æææOœ æææO˙ ™™
Ó O O ‰ ‰ OR ≈ Œ Ó æææOœbb æææ æfiœObb jÓ
æææœO æææ˙Onn ™™
Ó O O ‰ ‰ Or ≈ Œ ‰ O
™ O ≈ OJ ≈ ‰ O ™ O ≈ O ™J ‰ O ™
Ó O O ‰ ‰ Or ≈ Œ ‰ O ™ O ≈ OJ ≈ ‰ O ™ O ≈ O ™J ‰ O ™
Ó O O ‰ ‰ OR ≈ Œ Ó æææOœbb æææ æfiœObb jÓ æææOœ
æææ˙Onn ™™
Ó O O ‰ ‰ Or ≈ Œ Ó
æææœObb æææ æfiœObb j Ó æææœOb æææ˙Onn ™™
Œ æææœObb æææ æfiœOjŒ æææOœ## æææ æfiœO# jÓ
æææœObb æææ˙Onn ™™
Ó O O ‰ ‰ OR ≈ Œ ‰ O ™ O ≈ OJ ≈ ‰ O ™ O ≈ O ™J ‰ O ™
fiœOj Ó Œ æææOœ æææ
æfiœOj Œ Ó ≈
Oœ Oœ ≈ ≈
Oœ Oœ ≈ æææOœbb æææ
æfiœOb j




O O Œ ‰ OJ O O OJ ‰ ‰ OJ O Œ ‰ OJ O O O Œ
O O Œ ‰ Oj O O Oj ‰ ‰ Oj O Œ ‰ OJ O O O Œ
æfiœOjÓ Œ ‰ OJ O O OJ ‰ Œ
æææœO æææ
æfiœOjŒ Ó Ó æææOœbb æææ
æfiœObb j
æfiœOb jÓ Œ ‰ Oj O O Oj ‰ Œ æææœO æææ æfiœOjŒ Ó Ó æææœO# æææ æfiœO## j
æfiœObb j Œ O
fiOb j ‰ ‰ Oj
fijr ≈ ‰ æææœO æææ æfiœOjŒ ‰
™ fij
Oj ‰ ‰ æææœO æææ æfiœO## j
O O Œ ‰ ‰ Oj
fijr ≈ Oj O Ó ‰
™ fij














































p mf p p mf p
q = 40










































ca.5"3 3 3 3 3 3 3
& ∑√ ∑√ ∑√œœbb œ
œb œœb œœ#n œœ#n œœnn œœnn œ











































(After cued by the conducotr,
finish the concurrent chord and perform
5 more chords to end the performance.)
œœnn
œœ# œœ#n œœnb œœnn œœnb œœ## œœb œœnn œœb ‰
œœnn œœ œœb œœ œœbb œœ#n œœbb œœ#n œœ
w w
Ó Œ Ó ‰ ææœj æææœ æææ˙ ææœj ‰ Œ Œ ‰ ææœj æææœ æææ˙ ææœj ‰ Œ
œj ‰ œj Œ Œ Ó™ ‰ ææœj æææœ æææ˙ ææœj ‰ Œ Ó Œ Ó ‰ ææœj æææœ æææ˙ ææœj ‰ Œ Œ
Œ ˙ œ ˙b w ™ ˙ œ ˙b ™ w ™ ˙ ™ œn ˙
Œ ˙ œ ˙b w ™ ˙ œ ˙b ™ w ™ ˙ ™ œn ˙
Œ ˙# œ ˙n w ™ ˙# œ ˙n ™ w ™ ˙ ™ œ# ˙
Œ ˙# œ ˙ w ™ ˙# w w ™ w œn œ#
Œ œ œ œb ˙ w ™ œ œ œ# ˙ ™ w ™ ˙b ™ œ œb œn
Œ œ œ œb ˙ w ™ œ œ œ# ˙ ™ w ™ ˙b ™ œ œb œn
Œ œb œ œb ˙ w ™ œb œn œ# ˙n ™ w ™ ˙n ™ œb œb œn
Œ œb œ œb ˙ w ™ œb œn œ# ˙n ™ w ™ ˙n ™ œb œb œn
Ó Œ Ó ‰ ææœj æææ˙™ æææ˙ ææœj ‰
Œ ‰ ææœj æææ˙™ æææœ ææœj ‰ Œ æææ˙ æææ˙
˙ ™ œn œ# œ# ˙ ™ ˙ œn ˙b ™ ˙ œJ ‰
˙ ™ œn œ# œ# ˙ ™ ˙ œn ˙b ™ ˙ œJ ‰
˙ ™ œn œ# œ# ˙ ™ ˙# œn ˙n ™ ˙ œj ‰
œ# œ# œ œ œn œb ˙ ™ ˙b œn ˙ ™ ˙ œj ‰
œ# œn ˙b ˙ ˙n ˙n œ œ# ˙ ™ ˙ œJ ‰
œ# œn ˙b ˙ ˙n ˙n œ œ# ˙ ™ ˙ œj ‰
œn œn ˙b ˙ ˙n ˙b œ œ ˙ ™ ˙ œj ‰
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 ? b. .
.



















 ? .  ? bb . .
.
 ? #n# .
.














fiœj œn œ ‰ œj fiœ# j fiœjœ≈≈ œn fiœj fiœjœ œ≈≈ œ#
fi
œ# œ œ œ#
‰ œ# œ#
≈ fiœj œœ# œ#
Æ
œ œ œ œ œnJ ‰Æ
œ# œb œ œ# œbJ
Æ
œ œ œ œn œj ‰
Æ
œb œ# œ œ œ#J
œ œbJ ‰ œ#
œ# ‰
fiœb œ fiœj fiœn jœb ≈≈ œ fiœj fiœb jœn œ≈≈
œ œb œ# œ ‰ œb œœ
œb œb œ œn
œœ œb ‰ œ# œ œb fiœj œnJ ‰ ‰ œ œ# œ ‰ ‰ ‰ œ œ# œ ‰ œ œ# œ ‰ ‰ ‰ œ œ# œ ‰ ‰ fiœj œ
j
‰
œ œ œ# œn œn œn œn œ#
fiœj fiœ
jœn œ# œœ œ fiœj fiœjœ# œœ œ œ
fiœb œ
≈
fiœ œ fiœ œœ œ œ œ œn œœn œ œ œ œ≈
œb
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. . . . .  & .
. . . .  
&  &  &  
>fiœj >fiœj >fiœj .œ .œ .œ .œ .œ .œ
&
. . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
&  >œ# œ
œ œb œb .œ# .œ .œ .œ
&
,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
&  >œ œ
œ œ# œ# .œ .œ .œ .œb
& '
Æ  & Æ
Æ




Æ  & Æ
Æ
 & . .
3 . .
3









. . . . .  &. .





5  &  
5
&  &  œœ# œœ œœ œœ# œœ œœ œœ œœ# œœ œœ œœ œœ# œœ œœ
&
3  &  
3
&  &  œœ œœ œœ#b œœ œœ œœ#b œœ œœ œœ#b œœ
œœœœœœ œœœ œ œ œ# œn œ œœ œ œn œb œn œn œ œ# œ# œœœœœœœœœœ œ
fiœœb j fiœœb j
œœb œœ œœ œ œ œ œ# œb œb œ œb œ# œb
œb œ œ œ œb œ œ# œn œ œ œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
fiœœb j fiœœb j fiœœb j
œ# œb œ# œ œ# œn œ œb œn œ œ œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
fiœœ# j fiœœ# j fiœœ# j
fiœ œb œ# œ œœj ‰
fiœn œ œn œn œœb# J
fiœ œ# œ# œ œœn J ‰
fiœn œ œn œb œœbb J fiœ œ fiœ œ fiœ œœ œ fiœ œ fiœ œœ œ fiœ œœ œ
fiœb œn œ œn œœ##
j ‰ fiœ œ# œ œb œœn J fiœn œn œ œ œœb# J ‰
fiœ œ# œb œn œœnn J œb œb ‰ œb œb ‰ œ œ œ
fiœ œ fiœ œ fiœ œœ œ fiœ œ fiœ œœ œ fiœ œ fiœb œ#œ œ
fiœb œœb ≈ œ œ œ œ Œ Œ œ œ
œb
® ‰ ‰ œ œ
œ
®
œb œb œ ‰ œ œ ‰
œ
œb œb ‰ œœ# œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ
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